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Marshal Kim Jong Un

Short biography

Kim Jong Un is the supreme leader of the Workers’ Party of Korea, the state and the army. 

- Graduated from Kim Il Sung Military University in Pyongyang. 

- Elected member of the WPK Central Committee in September 2010. 

- Elected Vice-Chairman of the WPK Central Military Commission in September 2010.

- Conferred the military rank of General of the Korean People’s Army in September 2010.

- Appointed Supreme Commander of the KPA in December 2011. 

- Elected First Secretary of the WPK in April 2012. 
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- Elected member of the Political Bureau and member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau of the 
WPK Central Committee in April 2012.

- Elected Chairman of the WPK Central Military Commission in April 2012. 

- Elected First Chairman of the DPRK National Defence Commission in April 2012.

- Conferred the title of Marshal of the DPRK in July 2012. 

- Elected deputy to the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA) in March 2014.

- Elected First Chairman of the DPRK National Defence Commission in April 2014.

- Elected Chairman of the WPK at the Seventh Congress of the WPK in May 2016.

- Elected member of the Presidium of the Political Bureau and member of the Political Bureau of the 
WPK Central Committee, and Chairman of the WPK Central Military Commission at the First Plenary 
Meeting of the Seventh WPK Central Committee in May 2016.

- Elected Chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the DPRK at the Fourth Session of the 13th 
Supreme People’s Assembly of the DPRK in June 2016.

Anecdotes

Live in Spirit of Blizzards of Paektu

One day in October Juche 103 (2014), Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un had a talk with officials. He said 
in the following vein:

Today I climbed Mt Paektu. Revolutionaries should experience the “feel” of the blizzards of Paektu. 
The blizzards of Paektu are a warm wind for the revolutionaries which enables them to harden their 
revolutionary faith and brings them miracle and victory, whereas they are a biting blast for the 
renegades of revolution which deals a crushing blow to them. Those who appreciate the “feel” of the 
blizzards of Paektu will become revolutionaries, and those who fail to do so will be reduced to 
renegades. To look back, those who had an aversion to climbing Mt Paektu and gave up doing so for 
fear of the blizzards of Paektu, were reduced to renegades and traitors. We should cherish the blizzards 
of Paektu, which sharpen the edge of our revolutionary faith and inspire us with firm confidence in 
final victory, and follow the road of revolution to the end.

His precious instruction, which means that only a person with firm revolutionary faith can invariably 
follow the road of revolution, is inspiring all the Korean army and people to live in this spirit.

A Golden Cushion

On July 1, Juche 102 (2013), the Korean scientists clearly understood the true meaning of “a golden 
cushion”, synonym for their blessed life.
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Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un initiated a plan of building apartment houses for scientists and visited 
the construction site in the suburbs of Pyongyang. With parental love and affection, he said: It is said 
that a person who did a laudable job is seated on a golden cushion. I am going to build such wonderful 
houses as golden cushions for our scientists.

Golden cushion-like houses—this word represented the warm love of the Supreme Leader who tries to 
give prominence to scientists and technicians and take good care of them.

Under his careful guidance, the Unha Scientists Street was built.

Many houses, including those in the Unha Scientists Street and the Wisong Scientists Dwelling District,
apartment houses for educators of Kim Il Sung University and Kim Chaek University of Technology, 
and those in the Mirae Scientists Street, have mushroomed as befitting the appearance of a civilized 
socialist country in a short period.

Today the scientists, researchers and lecturers of the DPRK are enjoying their happy life in “golden 
cushions”.

Best Comrades-In-Arms

The whole country was seething with unprecedented jubilation at the news of the successful launch of 
artificial satellite Kwangmyongsong 3-2 in December Juche 101 (2012).

Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un invited all the space scientists, technicians, workers and officials who 
contributed to the launch of an application satellite, the first of its kind in the country, to the capital city
of Pyongyang and bestowed great benevolence on them.

He saw to it that the Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea arranged a grand banquet in 
honour of them, and delivered a congratulatory speech.

In his speech he warmly congratulated them who have implemented to the letter the lifetime 
instructions of Chairman Kim Jong Il and exalted the inexhaustible might of the powerful Paektusan 
nation to the whole world. The WPK places deep trust in them as the best comrades-in-arms and 
revolutionary comrades and expects them to continue to play the leading role in the vanguard of the 
general offensive for building a socialist power, he added.

The best comrades-in-arms of the WPK!

This invaluable title of them by the Supreme Leader is the crystallization of the most honourable and 
proud affection and trust that can be bestowed only upon the Korean scientists and technicians.
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Creators of Spirit of Kangwon Province

On a cold day in December Juche 105 (2016), Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the Wonsan 
Army-People Power Station while continuing his forced march of field guidance for the sake of the 
country and the people throughout a year.

The power station showcases how enormous and tremendous the mental strength of a man with an 
indomitable resolve is and how inexhaustible the creative strength and wisdom of the Korean people 
who harness nature at their will is.

The Supreme Leader feasted his eyes on the dam of the power station.

Pointing at large letters carved on the dam, which read self-reliance, he said the letters greatly inspired 
him, and went on: This power station clearly proved that self-reliance is the only way out to make a 
living and nothing would be impossible if we regard self-reliance and self-development as the motive 
force. It is running through with the unyielding offensive spirit of our Party. No force on earth can 
break the indomitable spirit of our people who are determined to build without fail a socialist power on 
the strength of their own efforts, technologies and resources. The officials, Party members and other 
working people in Kangwon Province who built another power station with very large capacity are the 
indomitable fighters who proved in practice the great vitality of the self-development-first principle.

He reposed the deepest trust in them by calling them creators of the spirit of Kangwon Province and 
urging all other people of the country to learn from their example.

Thousands of Miles Will Look to Be an Inch If One Believes in Oneself

One day in August Juche 105 (2016), Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the Sunchon Chemical 
Complex to look round a newly-built process of producing acrylic paints.

He expressed great satisfaction over the fact that the workers of the complex established the process in 
Korean style and designed and manufactured all the equipment and facilities by themselves.

It was another brilliant achievement made in the field of chemical industry that they built and operated 
the process on the basis of their indigenous technologies, raw materials and equipment.

Noting that he witnessed a wonderful thing, he said he was deeply moved to see the new process in the 
complex because he not only saw Korean-style acrylic paints but keenly felt that the chemical industry 
of the country could be put on a Juche-oriented and modern basis on a higher level by dint of its own 
efforts, technologies and raw materials.

Today there is nothing but our own efforts for us to rely on and nobody is willing to help us, he said, 
and went on: If one believes in oneself, then thousands of miles will look to be an inch and, if not, even
an inch will look to be thousands of miles. Only when we display the revolutionary spirit of self-
reliance can we make the greatest achievement even under the worst conditions and the Korean 
revolution advance vigorously.
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In Spite of Rain and Biting Wind

One rainy day in May Juche 102 (2013) Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the August 25 Fishery 
Station.

The fishermen of the station were quite indifferent to any rainfall as they have been accustomed to 
getting wet easily while catching fish in the sea. However, they felt regrettable for the incessant spring 
rain that day. Without caring for the heavy rain, the Supreme Leader went round several places of the 
station, including fishing boats provided with up-to-date tackles, holding an umbrella himself.

He inspected the station again one December day that year in spite of biting sea wind.

The employees of the station felt awkward for receiving their Supreme Leader again in a severe winter 
day.

Just as Chairman Kim Jong Il paid no regard to fair or foul weathers whenever he visited army units, so
Kim Jong Un continues his journeys for the sake of service personnel in all weathers.

Reason for His Visit to a Revolutionary Site

One June day in Juche 102 (2013), Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the Yuphyong Revolutionary 
Site in a rugged mountainous area.

This revolutionary site is a place associated with the exploits performed by President Kim Il Sung, who
stayed there for a day in October 1950 while leading the Fatherland Liberation War to victory.

Going round the site, he underscored the need for the officials to make the rising generation know well 
where the President had stayed when creating a miracle of history by leading the war to victory.

The Supreme Leader said to his accompanying officials: To celebrate the 60th anniversary of victory in 
the Fatherland Liberation War is aimed not simply at marking the V-day significantly but at 
demonstrating to the whole world the fact what a great leader the Korean army and people had held in 
the highest esteem and that with what spirit they won victory in the war against the allied imperialist 
forces and honourably defended the freedom and independence of their country. So, I paid a visit to this
site with a view to glorifying the President’s immortal exploits in leading the war to victory for his 
country and people.

Sublime Image Etched in People’s Minds

In May Juche 102 (2013) Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the Mansudae Art Studio in order to 
provide on-site guidance to the work of creating the portraits of President Kim Il Sung to be on display 
in the Victorious Fatherland Liberation War Museum, which was being built afresh.
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Feasting his eyes on the portraits of the President, who led the Fatherland Liberation War to a brilliant 
victory, portrayed vividly in such a way as to show his ennobling personality, he put forward a 
guideline to be maintained in the work of the officials and creators of the art studio.

He earnestly said as follows: It is the unanimous desire of the Korean army and people to display in the
museum the works depicting the images of the President that shows his immortal exploits in leading the
war to victory. What is fundamental in creating fine art works that portray the President is to represent 
as they were his images etched in the minds of our army and people. This principle should be regarded 
as an iron rule in the creation of works depicting the leader.

It was, indeed, a valuable instruction which would serve as a guideline in creating art works depicting 
the images of the leader.

Indulgence towards Children 

In early November Juche 101 (2012), Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un looked round the People’s Open-
Air Ice Rink and Roller Rink just prior to inauguration.

Feasting his eyes on the skating working people, youth and children, he was very pleased to see an 
unusual scene of their skating in the ice rink built by introducing cutting-edge technology.

He found some children from 3-6 years old were skating among them and beckoned them.

He kindly asked them how old they were and if skating was pleasant.

He was so open-hearted to them that they asked him to have a photograph taken with them without 
reserve.

With a bright smile on his face, he had a photograph taken with them.

In the roller rink, too, he waved his hand to the children roller-skating in high spirits among adults and 
had a photograph taken with them.

Firm Determination

One December day in Juche 100 (2011), a few days after Chairman Kim Jong Il passed away, Supreme 
Leader Kim Jong Un said to officials in the following:

The Chairman had experienced all sorts of troubles for the sake of his country and people throughout 
his life. Devotedly working everyday until 3 or 4 o’clock at daybreak, he would see in the dawn of a 
new day ahead of others. When thinking that the destiny of the country and people he entrusted to me 
rests on my shoulders, I am not satisfied no matter how hard I may work, and it is regrettable that a day
has only 24 hours. I am always thinking about how I would translate his behests into realities. It is my 
firm pledge and will to do a splendid work so as to further strengthen the People’s Army, build a 
powerful socialist country admired by the whole world on this land at the earliest date and ensure that 
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our people are well off with nothing to envy in the world. I will carry forward his revolutionary mode 
and living method throughout my life and be the first to see in the dawn of Korea on behalf of him.

From that day he started the immortal history of his revolutionary activities, which is running through 
with his firm determination to glorify for all ages the ideas and leadership exploits of the great leaders 
Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il and realize their behests so as to build a people’s paradise that is the envy 
of the whole world at the earliest possible date.

Benevolent Father

Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited Mangyongdae Revolutionary School, a school for the children of
revolutionary martyrs, on the lunar New Year’s Day of Juche 101 (2012).

He said: Although I have many places to visit on lunar New Year’s Day I have come to this school first 
thinking that its schoolchildren must be feeling gloomy yearning for General Kim Jong Il. This is the 
first lunar New Year’s Day since the death of the General. So, who else but I should greet the holiday 
together with them on behalf of their parents?

Then he went towards the photographing stand waving his hand to the cheering schoolchildren. Saying 
that the children must be cold, he asked his accompanying officials to make them put on gloves. He 
kindly asked the children not to weep as they would look badly in the picture.

In the mess hall he asked them what foods they feel tasty and feasted his eyes on them enjoying holiday
dishes. The schoolchildren were deeply moved to tears at the sight of his parental affection.

Indeed, the Supreme Leader is the benevolent father and teacher of the children of this school who 
takes warm care of them and brings them up to be the dependable pillars of Songun Korea.

Firm Pledge Made at Panmunjom

One March day in Juche 101 (2012) Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un inspected Panmunjom, which is 
situated at the hottest spot where the two opposing forces face each other.

Touring different places of Panmunjom, he dropped in at the hall where the armistice talks had been 
held between the DPRK and the United States during the Fatherland Liberation War.

He looked around with emotion the inside of the hall with a few tables and chairs.

Deep in a thought for a while, he told his accompanying officials: This humble-looking hall is a place 
of historic significance associated with the world-startling exploits of the heroic Korea that achieved 
victory in the war by defeating the US and its allied imperialist forces under the wise leadership of 
President Kim Il Sung. It is necessary to properly preserve and maintain the hall, a historical witness to 
history, so as to open it to the rising generations who will live in a reunified country.
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The officials cherished deep in their mind the unshakeable will of Kim Jong Un, a brilliant commander,
who firmed up his determination to add everlasting lustre to the exploits the President performed by 
leading the Fatherland Liberation War to a brilliant victory and hand down a reunified country to the 
coming generations.

Slogans Represent Love for Rising Generation

One May day in Juche 102 (2013) Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the Songdowon International 
Children’s Camp.

While giving important instructions related to its operation and renovation, he saw slogans in its 
compound. Deep in thought for a while, he said: it would be advisable to put up such slogans as “We 
are the happiest in the world!” and “The General goes to the front and the children go to the camp!”, 
which represent the love for the rising generation cherished by the great leaders Kim Il Sung and Kim 
Jong Il who devoted their all for the good of children throughout their lives.

The slogans also reflected the ardent yearning of children for the great leaders.

Thanks to the warm affection of the Supreme Leader who carries forward the great leaders’ love for the
future and the rising generation, the above-said slogans came to be put up in the compound of the 
camp.

Waiting for Children 

In May Juche 102 (2013) Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the camp for Pyongyang 
schoolchildren on Mt Myohyang.

While going round different places of the camp, he asked officials when campers would return.

When he was told that they would return at five pm after mountaineering, he said to an official to bring 
them all. He said: If the campers got to know that I left the camp without meeting them and having a 
photo taken with them, they will be very disappointed. Tight as my schedule is, I will meet them.

He waited for the schoolchildren, spending his valuable hours for the rising generation, the priceless 
hours of making the revolution for the Supreme Leader who was advancing the bright future of Korea 
with his boundless love for the coming generation.

With Skydivers

Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un, who is identical with President Kim Il Sung and Chairman Kim Jong Il,
has had many photo sessions with service personnel and people during his inspection trips to military 
units and industrial establishments.

Among them is a photograph he had taken with female parachutists.
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One January day in 2012, he enjoyed the exhibition games of radio-controlled model airplanes and a 
demonstration of skydivers of the Western Area Aviation Club.

After the exhibition games, he had photographs taken with all the players.

He was told that there was a skydiving couple in the club and called them to have another photograph 
taken with them.

Looking up at his beaming image, the female skydivers convinced again that the Korean women would
enjoy worthwhile life under the warm care of the Supreme Leader down through generations.

Marshal and Young “Doctor”

The following happened in July Juche 101 (2012) when Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un visited the 
Kyongsang Kindergarten in Pyongyang.

When he dropped in at the playground on the first floor, the kindergarteners were lost in various games.

With a beaming smile on his face he saw some children playing at doctors in a “hospital ward”.

A young “doctor” dressed in white overall was putting a stethoscope on the chest of a baby doll which 
was taken by another child.

Kim Jong Un took his seat in front of the “doctor,” asking the latter to measure his pulse and blood 
pressure.

The “doctor” looked pleased with his request, but only gazed at the “patient,” unable understand what 
he was told.

The Supreme Leader gently asked the teachers how he should explain in that case.

They replied that he should say he wanted to undergo an examination. At this he asked smilingly the 
“doctor” to have a medical checkup.

Then the “doctor” asked the leader what’s wrong with him, applying the stethoscope to the “patient.”

The Supreme Leader made a big laugh, asking the “doctor” if he was in good health.

He told the accompanying officials and teachers that the children were playing freely with those about 
their age, but they were behaving so feeling something strange. Then he held them in his embrace.

Indeed, he was their benevolent father.

For People’s Good 

The following happened one day in April Juche 101 (2012), when the 4th Conference of the Workers' 
Party of Korea was near at hand. That day supreme leader Kim Jong Un said: By learning from the 
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view of President Kim Il Sung and Chairman Kim Jong Il of the people, all officials should go among 
the people, sharing good times and bad with them, and make tireless efforts for their good.

He continued that officials should be true servants of the people who know nothing other than working 
for the people, are faithful and effective in undertaking it and find pleasure and pride in the efforts they 
make for them.

This reflects the noble intention of Kim Jong Un who is firmly determined to give prominence to the 
people whom the President loved all his life and who were entrusted to him by the Chairman.

Instructive Guidance (3):   System of All-people Learning 

One June day in 2013 Kim Jong Un, First Chairman of the DPRK National Defence Commission, 
visited the Pyongyang Condiment Factory. When he dropped in at a distance-learning lecture room, he 
happened to meet the rector of the Distance Learning College of the Kim Chaek University of 
Technology, who had developed programs of video-based real-time question-and-answer activity and 
real-time academic discussion. (The general manager of the factory introduced him.) With a beaming 
smile on his face, Kim Jong Un listened to the rector who said that in the distance-learning lecture 
room the employees of the factory, after their daily work, could attend lectures given by teachers of the 
university, ask what they couldn’t understand and have an exam using abovementioned programs, and 
that they could cover the whole course of education.

Now Kim Jong Un praised it is an excellent program of distance-learning management, when the rector
explained that in the distance-learning lecture room, Risang, a site for distance learning, is employed to
evaluate the students’ performance—the numbers of lectures they attend, the extent of their 
understanding at lectures and the result of their examinations—so as to decide their rankings. Kim Jong
Un said the distance learning in the lecture room may be called system of all-people learning. He 
advised that science and technology should be closely combined with production by bringing education
to shopfloor, and that in order to be an honourable member of a civilized socialist nation everybody 
should be well-informed by studying hard.

A dozen days later, the leader emphasized that they should go ahead under the banner of making all 
people well-versed in science and technology as required by the present era when science and 
technology are predominating.

A Moment of Lofty Love

One mid-summer day Marshal Kim Jong Un inspected the Persimmon-Tree Company which is 
recorded in the history of Songun-based revolution of the Workers’ Party of Korea and well known to 
the whole country.

Kim Jong Un, after going around different places of the company associated with immortal exploits of 
the great Generalissimos Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il, said that he got immensely excited only to hear 
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the word “Persimmon-Tree Company”, adding that the company was well known to the whole country 
and the whole world as a unit permeated with Chairman Kim Jong Il’s love for soldiers in his history of
Songun-based revolutionary leadership.

That day Kim Jong Un showed affectionate concern for the soldiers’ living conditions and had a photo 
session with each of them as he found them reluctant to part with him.

The service personnel of the company were deeply moved to see him devote time to their good 
although he spends days of endless devotion, bearing the destiny of his country and nation.

Indeed, it was a moment of lofty love that can only be shown by Kim Jong Un.

In The Exercise Room

The supreme leader Kim Jong Un stopped in the exercise room of the Kyongsang Kindergarten on his 
second visit to the kindergarten.

Children were having a good time playing basketball and lifting weights. The leader was affectionately 
looking at children who were throwing balls at the basket, and then he stood a boy on the semi-circle 
line and told him to throw a ball into the basket. But the child failed though he tried several times.

Kim Jong Un, who had been watching his motion, dabbed his cheek and taught him how to throw the 
ball into the basket. After that he watched children in the game of weightlifting. Seeing a child of 
strong build looking like a grown-up weightlifter lift a toy weight with all his might, he said with a 
laugh the child seemed to be a man of great strength.

After watching the children boxing and playing on a slide, he had a souvenir photograph taken with all 
the children.

The Watchtower and Dressing Station

When the Rungna Wading Pool was under construction, the national leader Kim Jong Un visited the 
place and personally went up to the unsafe creaking top of the water slide not yet fully assembled and 
gave detailed instructions that more diving platforms and water tanks should be built at the wading 
pool, and that a beach volleyball court, a basketball court and a volleyball court should be constructed. 
At the dusty construction site, he personally drew pictures to show his ideas to the constructors and 
kindly advised them to set up a photo-monitor over the water slide to prevent an impetuous slider from 
bumping against another from behind.

Later, when the wading pool was nearing completion, he visited it again. Attentively looking out over 
the scene—wide and open water pools, water slides, diving platforms, changing rooms, a beach 
volleyball court, a basketball court, artificial lawns, and so on, he told the officials to set up a 
watchtower and a dressing station to spot an accident and give first-aid treatment without delay. Thanks
to his tender care a watchtower and a dressing station were built.
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For the Future (3):   A Little Kid Playing “Doctor”

In July 2012 the national leader Kim Jong Un paid a visit to the Kyongsang Kindergarten. When he 
entered the overall playroom on the first floor, the children were lost in playing. He said in delight that 
the playroom was well fixed to meet the children’s fancy. Then he looked in at the hospital playroom 
where a little girl “doctor” in a white overall with a stethoscope round her neck was examining and 
treating a kid “patient.” The “doctor” was attended on by a white-clad little “nurse.” Seeing them the 
leader said that the hospital playroom was fixed up just like a real one and that the children played 
doctoring quite well. He went up to the little “doctor” and patted her on the cheek and, rolling up his 
sleeve, asked her to have a look at him. The little “doctor” applied the stethoscope to his arm. Looking 
at the “doctor” affectionately, the leader smiled brightly.

The Story Associated With The Ryugyong Health Complex

In May Juche 101 (2012) the supreme national leader Kim Jong Un visited the Ryugyong Health 
Complex under construction. Though the handrails were not yet fixed on staircases, he made the rounds
of the interior of the building. Looking around the public bath he said that water tank should be well 
designed, and pointed out the problems not to be missed in the construction of ultrasonic bathtub. Then,
he continued to say that visitors would be pleased if TV sets were fixed in the rest halls of bathrooms as
they could have some rest watching TV. Walking up to the last and third floor of the building he 
stressed the need to use the spaces effectively and rationally, and put much attention to the work of 
improving the quality of the building as the content is most important for a structure.

In July that year when the complex was near to completion the supreme leader visited the complex 
again. While looking around several places of the complex including the beauty salon, public bathroom
and barber’s shop Kim Jong Un said that final touches should be given until the day of completion with
the consciousness that there is no satisfaction in the work for the people. In November he made his 
third visit to the complex just before inauguration. Passing a spacious and clean corridor he entered the 
rest hall. There he expressed his satisfaction over the fact that circular lounges were placed in the hall 
with flower decorations to the liking of the people. Sitting on a lounge and looking down carefully at 
the carpet on the floor he said that the floor should be covered with quality timber again.

Going around the public bathroom, curative exercise room and cold room the supreme leader said that 
people would frequent the complex when it opened, and that they would greatly benefit from it in 
winter. He emphasized that service activities and operation of the complex should be well organized.

A Moment of Lofty Love

One mid-summer day Marshal Kim Jong Un inspected the Persimmon-Tree Company which is 
recorded in the history of Songun-based revolution of the Workers’ Party of Korea and well known to 
the whole country.
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Kim Jong Un, after going around different places of the company associated with immortal exploits of 
the great Generalissimos Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il, said that he got immensely excited only to hear 
the word “Persimmon-Tree Company”, adding that the company was well known to the whole country 
and the whole world as a unit permeated with Chairman Kim Jong Il’s love for soldiers in his history of
Songun-based revolutionary leadership.

That day Kim Jong Un showed affectionate concern for the soldiers’ living conditions and had a photo 
session with each of them as he found them reluctant to part with him.

The service personnel of the company were deeply moved to see him devote time to their good 
although he spends days of endless devotion, bearing the destiny of his country and nation.

Indeed, it was a moment of lofty love that can only be shown by Kim Jong Un.

Most Important Hour

The Supreme Commander of the Korean People’s Army Kim Jong Un visited a KPA unit on a cold 
winter day of January Juche 101 (2012). Saying that the unit was preparing the soldiers so that they 
could perform their task independently and positively, he instructed that the officers of the unit should 
pay deep concern to the life of the servicepersons.

Then he first went to the room of education and sat on one of the chairs used by the soldiers. After 
hearing a duet sung by the company commander and the company political instructor he praised that 
they sang very well. When he dropped in the barrack he looked at the thermometer to know the 
temperature indoors and unfolded a quilt used by soldiers to see the quality of it. He was pleased to 
hear that soldiers liked the quilts as they were warm and soft. When he saw steam rise from the water 
tank in the wash-cum-bath room, the Supreme Commander asked officers how they heated the water, 
and said that the company commander and the company political instructor should work together to 
look after the life of the soldiers.

Hours passed as he went around every corner of the company. When he heard from the accompanying 
officials that he had spent much time looking around the company, Kim Jong Un said that it is a very 
important hour for him to be with soldiers, and that he values the hour spent for them. Then he looked 
into the mess hall, soybean storehouse and other supply service facilities. In the mess hall he learned 
about what measures the company took to keep the mess hall warm. He went into the kitchen and 
grasped the cooks one by one. Seeing the duck among the food materials on the kitchen table the 
Supreme Commander said that Chairman Kim Jong Il had often talked about the duck farm of that unit 
in his lifetime, and continued to emphasize that the unit should keep the duck farm in good operation 
all the time.

The most important hour passed like that.
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Parental Care 

One day KPA Supreme Commander Kim Jong Un inspected the Jangjae Island Defence Unit in the 
hottest spot at the southern extremity on the southwestern sector of the front. It was his second visit to 
the unit.

That day he looked round the barracks and education room of the unit and visited the family of Jong 
Kum Chol, a KPA officer.

He presented the family with gifts he had brought with him, saying that he had known yesterday was 
the first birthday of Hang Myong, the officer’s son.

At that moment Jong Kum Chol’s family and other officers of the unit were all struck with surprise, 
wondering how Kim Jong Un knew the baby’s first birthday.

Later they came to know that he remembered its birthday when he met it on his first inspection of the 
unit.

The service personnel of the unit and the baby’s parents were deeply moved by the benevolent, parental
care of Kim Jong Un who handles state affairs, big and small.

They shouted to themselves—Thank you very much, Respected Marshal!

Devote Yourself 

Marshal Kim Jong Un presided over the Fourth Conference of Cell Secretaries of the Workers’ Party of
Korea.

Kim Jong Un, in his speech delivered to the conference, referred to some matters arising in enhancing 
the functions and role of Party cells drastically in line with the requirements of the Party and the 
developing revolution. Stressing that the essence of the work of Party cell secretaries is to arouse 
people through efficient political work to move their hearts, he continued: To this end, they should 
devote all their sincerity as mothers do to their children.

Listening to the Marshal’s important remarks, the participants to the conference determined to go deep 
among people and share life and death with them to become genuine officials who devote themselves 
to them, true to his noble intention.

Wealth of Comrades and Comrades-in-arms

One January day in 2012 Marshal Kim Jong Un said to his officials: We have the revolutionary army 
and good people General Kim Jong Il trained with all his loving care and devotion. The army and the 
people as well as the officials who worked long under the personal guidance of the General are all my 
comrades and comrades-in-arms. In this sense we are blessed with a wealth of comrades and comrades-
in-arms.
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He continued: This means that the leader, the Party, the army and the people are solidly united on the 
strength of comradeship with which to share life and death in the same trench and on the basis of warm 
comradely love with which to devote one’s all to others. This can be heard only in our country whose 
the leader, the Party and the masses of the people are single-heartedly united.

On January 16, 2012 Kim Jong Un said to the similar effect: Today our army and people are single-
heartedly rallied around the Party on the basis of comradely relations with the leader. We must 
accomplish on the strength of comradeship the Juche revolutionary cause and Songun revolutionary 
cause that started and won victory after victory on the strength of comradeship.

An Astounding Number of Designs Examined 

One day last year when the inaugural ceremony of the Munsu Water Park was around the corner, the 
national leader Kim Jong Un said to some officials that he had examined 109 pieces of suggestion for 
the construction of the park until a few days before and that now that he studied four more that day, the 
number of designs totalled 113. The officials were surprised, for they had not expected it at all. The 
designers had numbered the pieces since they had presented the first one. As they had received his 
instruction on their suggestions almost everyday they had forgotten the correct number. The experts 
who had been engaged in designing all their life had never made so many designs for a single project. 
Kim Jong Un examined their ideas at any time of the day—at mid-night, at dawn, even on Sundays and
holidays. He gave a new idea for each of the models suggested. He inspected the construction site at 
any time, going round it for a long time and asking the designers to draw up a better plan for details of 
the project. All of the 113 pieces were associated with such guidance.

A few days later he came to the Munsu Water Park near the inauguration and gave detailed instructions 
for the completion, looking round every nook and corner—the multicoloured zigzag water slides, 
different sizes of pools, diving boards, an artificial waterfall, a man-made mountain of cliffs that look 
like those in Myohyang and Kumgang mountains, real-like animal sculptures. On October 15 after the 
celebration of the 68th anniversary of the founding of the WPK, the Munsu Water Park was opened to 
the public. People believed that the supreme leader who had put his heart and soul in the project would 
attend the inauguration ceremony. But the tape was cut by ordinary people instead of him.

One of Essential Goods

In July 2012 supreme leader Kim Jong Un paid a visit to the Pyongyang Hosiery Factory. Upon his 
arrival he first went to see the newly-built men’s socks workshop. Examining the machines that can 
turn out products of any pattern, shape or colour according to the command of the computer, he took a 
pair of socks out of a box of a machine and gave it a pull to and fro to know its quality.

Now he headed for the finishing site. He said that the label designs should be developed continuously 
in keeping with the taste of the people, the demand of the times and the trend of the world and that they
should be replaced with new ones steadily.
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Then, meeting the researchers who had successfully developed an automatic packing machine for the 
factory, he highly appreciated their achievements. Now he went over to the women’s hosiery workshop.
Looking at different colours of stockings and socks, he said that deep attention should be paid to the 
steady improvement of colours of women’s stockings and socks in accord with their tastes and fancy. 
Then he inquired into how the hosiery production plan had been carried out the year before and asked 
the officials accompanying him how stockings and socks were defined in the clothing industry.

None of them could give a ready answer.

Looking around the officials, he told them that stockings and socks belong to indispensable consumer 
goods. Until then officials considered stockings and socks to be general mass consumption goods. 
However, the national leader, defining the articles as indispensable consumer goods, said that research 
should be conducted into and progress be made incessantly in the hosiery colours and patterns so that 
they would keep abreast of the times. That, he emphasized, necessitated making hosiery designs 
properly by holding prize contents for hosiery designs. It was an instruction that was based on deep 
consideration of the ever-growing demand of the people for material and cultural well-being.

In order to settle the problem of shortage of labour force that arose with the increase of production 
capacity of the factory the leader indicated ways and means for the settlement of this issue, saying, 
“You should modernize production processes, enhance the technical and skill levels of the employees, 
and take good care of the factory equipment. In this way you must keep full operation at full capacity.”

Do as Chairman Kim Jong Il Tells

One day in October 2011 national leader Kim Jong Un visited the Hungnam Fertilizer Complex, 
accompanying Chairman Kim Jong Il, in order to give congratulations to the local workers for their 
successful test operation of the first-stage process of ammonia production based on the feeding of 
brown coal. While looking round the newly built ammonia production process, he gazed at the carbon 
dioxide separation section where there stood several carbon dioxide adsorption towers. The process had
been set up by the local workers in cooperation with those of the Ryongsong Machine Complex as was 
instructed by Chairman Kim Jong Il.

Earlier the Chairman had visited the workers of the two enterprises several times, giving the advice that
they could not do what they wanted as they liked if they were short of the revolutionary spirit of self-
reliance, and taught them special directions and ways for the solution of certain problems. True to his 
instructions the workers, by pooling their efforts and wisdom, manufactured dozens of caps of the 
carbon dioxide adsorption towers and established a carbon dioxide separation process based on 
pressure-transition adsorption which was a latest technology.

Hearing the story, Kim Jong Un told officials pleasantly, “That’s very nice. They’ve been successful 
all along as they did as Chairman Kim Jong Il instructed.” Then, he looked round the carbon 
dioxide purification control office, the transformation process and the desulfurizing process before 
reaching the plan of a large-sized oxygen plant where he stopped to say satisfactorily that urea fertilizer
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was turned out from oxygen and nitrogen produced with the oxygen plant which had been 
manufactured by the Ragwon Machine Complex.

That day Kim Jong Il and Kim Jong Un had a photo session with the workers of the fertilizer complex. 
Speaking highly of what the local workers had done, Kim Jong Un kindly nudged managers of the 
complex nearer to the Chairman when a photo was taken. Before saying good-bye, he took the 
managers by the hand and encouraged them to achieve greater success in their work true to the 
intention of the Chairman.

Munsu Water Park (2):   Best Quality and World Standard 

One day in early April, 2013 Kim Jong Un examined the arrangement plan of the Munsu Water Park 
submitted by officials concerned.

As they presented the plan to him, the officials were convinced that the design for slides to be installed 
in the water park has been made in compliance with world standard.

As he went closely over the plan, Kim Jong Un said that the number of slides was small and that some 
more should be purchased and set up.

At this the officials were taken aback, for the modern water parks in other countries have usually 5-7 
slides at the most, but the number of slides expected in the plan was still greater than theirs.

Turning his eyes at the officials after a while, Kim Jong Un urged them to arrange more slides in the 
water park—the slides that make the enjoyers experience more dizzy yet thrilling moments, not usual 
ones—and that this would please our young people who are sensitive to new things.

A few days later he reexamined the plan which envisages the installation of more slides. He expressed 
great satisfaction, saying that when the water park was completed, our people would be delighted at 
this. So, 14 water slides were arranged in the water park.

When he was visiting the park, he ensured that whether the slope of the slides was once again checked. 
There and then he underlined the need to give careful corrections to the connections of the slides and 
took measures to set up better slides in the future.

Munsu Water Park (1):   Spare No Funds!

On March 24, 2012 Marshal Kim Jong Un called an official. On that occasion he referred to the need to
build indoor and outdoor wading pools in the Munsu area so that people can enjoy themselves in all 
seasons, just before he continued: I’m determined to build a modern water park for people in the 
Munsu area. I will form the construction force needed for the project. Let us provide our people with a 
more splendid base for their cultural and emotional life by building an El Dorado-style water park in 
that area.
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Fixing the site for the project, he specified the ways and means for completing the water park as a top-
notch and comprehensive cultural and recreational place.

Upon returning to his office the official set about working out the design for the water park. However, 
he found that a staggering sum of money was needed for the project.

Having heard the official’s report that the project would cost a stupendous amount of money, Kim Jong 
Un said: More money might be required because restaurants and other facilities should be arranged in 
addition to the El Dorado-style water park; but we should spare nothing for the welfare of the people; 
you had better take up designing with no difference about the expense.

As such, the designing for the world-class, comprehensive water park was set full steam.


